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Introduction
Although many candidates produced impressive work and deservedly secured high scores,
there was once again evidence of some candidates not thinking sufficiently about exactly
what they were being asked to do. Had they done so, there would have been a very real
chance that they could have achieved a higher grade.
An example of where candidates seem to have assumed an answer rather than carefully
calculated it was Q3, where the answer C was often incorrectly given; the correct answer
was A. The number of pupils who have the chance to study Latin at present is greatest in
state schools.
Other questions where candidates sometimes failed to produce adequate answers for
various reasons are highlighted throughout this report.
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Question 21
This question started with the words Using your own knowledge.... This meant that the
answer was not to be found in the passage but candidates had to work out some reasons
for themselves. Consequently, those who tried to find an answer from the passage generally
secured few, if any, marks at all.
Although the question did not tell candidates to give three reasons, the fact that three
marks were available should have been enough for candidates to realise that three reasons
would probably be a way to gain three marks. Any of the following would have been
acceptable reasons and each would have gained a mark.
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•

Broadband availability is poor in some remote or sparsely populated areas.

•

Demand for broadband is likely to be high in areas where there is a high concentration
of businesses.

•

Broadband speeds (essential for watching television) are much better in some areas
than others.

•

Since people have to pay for broadband services, demand is likely to be greater in areas
where incomes/wealth are higher rather than lower.

•

The young may be more familiar with new technologies than some older people - so
take-up may be greatest where more young people live.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gains two marks. It establishes the idea that
broadband take-up may be less in areas where speeds are poor.
It also makes the point that people in some areas may be more
able to afford broadband than others.

Examiner Tip

Other points listed in the introduction could have
enabled this candidate to gain an extra mark - eg in
some areas there are many more business users of
broadband than elsewhere.
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Examiner Comments

Three marks are awarded because three points are clearly
established relating to business, geography and age.
The geography mark is awarded for distinguishing between
London, suburbs, and rural communities; the business mark for
reference to working from home; and the age mark for use of
broadband for children's homework.

Question 22
Most candidates correctly gave the answer Scotland in response to this question.

Question 23
Most candidates realised that the answer to this question was England and Northern Ireland.
The question had asked in which part, or parts, of the UK was this the case. Candidates
who only wrote down one country (and therefore did not gain a mark), had apparently
missed the prompt in the question that the answer might involve more than one part of the
UK.
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Question 24
Relatively few candidates achieved the correct answer of 78,000, although many achieved
at least one mark for realising that an element of subtraction was involved in reaching the
correct answer.
The correct method involved calculating the number of people in 2009 and 2010 and then
taking the former figure from the latter.
The number of people using these services in Wales in either year was calculated by
multiplying the number of households by the proportion of households using services and
multiplying this figure by the mean number of people using the services per household.
So for 2009 the number of people was: 1,000,000 x 0.18 x 1.1 = 198,000
and for 2010: 1,000 x 0.23 x 1.2 = 276,000.
The correct answer was achieved by subtracting 198,000 from 276,000 = 78,000.

Examiner Comments

This candidate achieves the correct answer and shows the
stages of working, so 4 marks are awarded.

Examiner Tip

Some candidates who were obviously using a calculator did not show
their working. This did not matter if they reached the correct answer
but had they made a mistake in their calculation, the absence of their
working-out would have meant that they could not receive any marks
for using a correct method.
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Examiner Comments

Neither the 2009 nor 2010 figure calculated is correct but the
answer does recognise that one needs to be subtracted from
the other, so 1 mark is awarded.

Question 25
This was a question which tested AO3 (understanding of different types of knowledge,
appreciating their strengths and limitations). Often, such questions revolve around
distinctions between facts and opinions and how well conclusions are justified by different
arguments. On this occasion, the focus was on understanding the limitations of the
statistical information in the passage. Legitimate points for the answer could include:
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•

sample size

•

the nature of the sample

•

whether it was justifiable to exclude under 15s from the survey

•

the fact that there were many other uses of the internet apart from those discussed in
the passage

•

the out-of-date nature of information from 2009 and 2010 in 2012.
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes good points about the sample and its size in the
first paragraph (1 mark). It also refers to the fast-changing nature
of the technology (1 mark), particularly in relation to younger people
including those under 15.
In the second paragraph, it comments on the narrow range of years as
a possible reason for inaccuracy (1 mark).
In the third paragraph it talks about where changes occur - eg in which
part of England - earning a further mark for weightings (1 mark).
3 marks are also awarded for communication (AO4).

Examiner Tip

Some candidates make the mistake of thinking statistics must be true
and seem to think they are always factual and reliable. In reality,
statistics are often not as reliable as claimed. This candidate did not
make this mistake but (sadly) others did.
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Examiner Comments

In the first paragraph, this answer gains two marks - one for noting
the lack of evidence to support the statistics and the other for
discussing the nature of the sample (including under 15s excluded,
etc).
The third mark comes from the later discussion of households and
individuals.
3 marks are also awarded for communication (AO4).

Examiner Tip

In this case, communication is strong enough to gain full
marks because spellings and grammar are acceptable,
there are sentences and paragraphs - and the candidate
communicates effectively.
However some candidates may have lost 2 or 3 marks for
AO4 (communication) because of poor spelling or grammar,
use of inappropriate vulgar or colloquial language, absence
of sentences or paragraphs.
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Question 26
Many candidates scored all three marks for this question by making three points such as:

•

an ICM opinion poll in 2005 showed that 78% of the UK public thought 18 was the
correct age with only 18% backing 16 - so it would not be democratic to adopt the
policy unless public opinion had changed

•

16-year-olds are said to lack the necessary experience of life

•

young people often make instant emotional decisions rather than reasoned judgements

•

athough 16 yr olds can become young soldiers at 16, they are not considered old
enough to serve on the front line until 18

•

athough young people can get married at 16 or 17, they cannot do so without their
parents' permission up to age 18 when they are deemed to be adults.

However, a significant number of candidates failed to notice that the reasons sought were
against lowering the voting age. It therefore followed that those who identified reasons for
lowering the voting age generally achieved no marks at all.
There were also some candidates who mistakenly suggested that the first sentence in
Source 2 - "In 2005 'Votes at 16' was rejected by Parliament by 8 votes -136 to 128" - was
an argument against lowering the voting age when, in fact, it is no more than a statement
about a vote in Parliament.

Examiner Comments

The references to necessary experiences of life and the making of emotional
decisions closely match two points in the mark scheme, earning 2 marks.
There is just sufficient in the third answer to match the fifth bullet point in
the mark scheme, so a third mark is awarded for this. Total 3 marks.

Examiner Tip

Although on this occasion examiners accepted the second
point and awarded a mark, it would have been preferable for
a properly completed sentence to be given as the answer.
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Examiner Comments

The points about 16-year-olds making instant, emotional
decisions and lacking necessary experience are clearly made
and earn two marks. It would have been better if the first point
had been in the form of a properly completed sentence.
The third point is not sufficiently linked to the source to gain a
third mark. Total 2 marks.
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Question 27 (a)
Some candidates offered not definitions but examples of the when Sherlock Holmes
discovers the murderer's fingerprints on the gun kind - such responses gained no marks.
To score the mark, candidates had to say something like:

•

Evidence consists of observations or information or statements or facts.....

•

....which enable us to support or verify or prove or back up (or reject)

•

...some statement, claim, opinion, argument or conclusion.

Examiner Comments

Something at the start of this answer is not sufficiently precise.
If the answer had said a fact or an observation instead of
something the mark could have been awarded.

Examiner Comments

Short and succinct, but enough to gain a mark - the key
elements are there - facts and backing up an argument.

Examiner Tip

If you are asked for a definition, don't imagine that an
example will be acceptable instead.
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Question 27 (b)
Most candidates were able to find a suitable piece of evidence and therefore gained a mark.
However quite a number offered some sort of commentary on the evidence rather than simply and clearly - saying why it was evidence; such an approach usually failed to secure
the second mark which was available.

Examiner Comments

This answer is not particularly detailed but there is just enough
here to allow 2 marks to be awarded. Note that the quotation
given does not include all of the words.

Examiner Comments

The candidate identifies a piece of evidence listed in the mark
scheme (1 mark) but offers no reason to explain why this
amounts to evidence. Total 1 mark.

Examiner Tip

Always read the question carefully and note in particular
what instructions you are given. In this case, the candidate
completely ignores the second sentence of the question.
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Question 28
This question, testing AO2 and AO4, was intended to get candidates to take a critical look
at the content of the arguments themselves and to highlight the strengths and weaknesses.
Some candidates failed to do well because they highlighted arguments against rather than
for lowering the voting age or simply paraphrased the points made, rather than examining
them critically.
However most candidates referred to several of the following:

•

Lib Dem MP, Stephen Williams commented that ' Bristol's twin city, Hanover, has
recently extended the vote to 16-year-olds and it was found that they are twice as likely
to turn out to vote in elections as people in their late 20s'.

•

In 2010 the Labour Party officially supported the policy which is also backed by the UK
Youth Parliament.

•

Campaigners say 'At 16, we can leave school, work and pay taxes, leave home, get
married, join the armed forces, and make lots of decisions about our future.

•

... We're all interested in issues; from climate change to racism, from education to
crime. Stopping 16 and 17 year olds from voting implies that we aren't real citizens'.

•

At present both the Isle of Man and Jersey allow voting at 16.

Most then did consider the significance of such points, examining whether or not the point
they had highlighted could be sustained in a critical sense.
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Examiner Comments

After a first paragraph which gains no marks, this answer identifies several arguments
in favour of lowering the voting age and offers a variety of critical comments, mainly in
support of the idea. The first four questions in the mark scheme were met but there is
no clear conclusion, so the final mark available is not awarded.
Evaluation is to be found in paragraphs 2 (Also one of Britains ' twin cities...) and 4
(Moreover 16 year olds...).
Communication is clear and earns 2 marks for AO4.

Examiner Tip

Quite a number of these answers were presented without separate
paragraphs. This makes it more difficult for examiners to recognise
the separate stages of a candidate's answer. Examiners welcome
answers which are organised into paragraphs.
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Examiner Comments

In paragraph 1 several points are made for lowering the voting age and there is some
effective evaluation (... this shows that 16 year olds are and can be very responsible...)
(2 marks)
In the second paragraph there is an acceptable reason given and there is some
evaluation ... it shows that 16 year olds care about world issues...(2 marks)
There is also a final short paragraph which offers a simple conclusion. Total 5 marks
There are some errors in communication but on balance 3 marks are awarded for AO4.
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Question 29
Although a few less successful candidates never got further than a discussion of the points
in the stimulus material, most produced a selection of interesting ideas about art and artists
in terms such as:

•

the nature of works of art, their strengths and qualities

•

the training, experience or inspiration of artists

•

how far a definition of art and artists is to be viewed only in aesthetic terms

•

how and why artistic forms and styles change

•

the tendency for artistic innovation to be met with scepticism initially

•

the capacity of history to re-appraise artists and their works

•

whether artists really do occupy a subjective world of their own imagining.

Often such discussions went on to explore ideas such as:
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•

if art depends substantially on imagination, who is to say one person's representations
are less acceptable than others?

•

if there are distinct objective criteria for discerning artistic or aesthetic merit, can they
change over time?

•

if so, does this mean they are not immutable and there is some evident variability - a
case of 'to-day's garbage, tomorrow's art' ?

•

if art is at least partly a representation of the society in which it is rooted, can the artist
seeking to promote social reforms not reasonably declare his/her work to be art and
himself/herself to be an artist?

•

if someone represents feelings and impulses honestly, who is to say this is or isn't art?
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Examiner Comments

This answer largely moves away from the points in the stimulus to the question.
In the early part of the answer there are four marks (AO1 -2, AO2 - 2) for the reference to:
- the eye of the beholder
- Monet not being respected in his own time but praised and valued now
- Monet nonetheless still being an artist in his own time, even if he was not recognised
- for the view - so perhaps if you think you are an artist you really are one.
In other professions, practitioners must be trained and qualified so do artists need to
receive training and qualifications too (AO1 -1, AO2 - 1)?
The answer then argues that you are not a hairdresser or doctor until you are paid, so
perhaps this could be a criterion for artists too (AO1 - 1). But the writer goes on to say that
artists are often not seeking recognition or money, quoting the example of the anonymous
Banksy. (AO1 - 1, AO2 - 1)
This then leads logically enough to the idea that perhaps what makes an artist is a desire
to make a statement (AO2 - 1).
Communication is accurate so 4 marks are awarded for AO4.
Totals AO1 5, AO2 5, AO4 4

Examiner Tip

This candidate adopts a good balance between drawing on the
stimulus which prefaces the question (which is there to set a context
and give candidates a starting point) and relevantly introducing and
exploring ideas of their own.
Too many answers seem to be trapped in the stimulus and never
escape to introduce examiners to their own reflections on, and
response to, the question.
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Examiner Comments

The answer claims art is subjective unlike other technical jobs (AO1 - 1), the nature of art not
being definitive but much more contested (AO2 - 1).
There are many different forms of art - eg Cubism, Impressionism (AO1 - 1). Art is about
expressing the artist's feeling in their own particular style (AO1 -1) and there is reference to
the single strip of paint on a blank canvas which may be hugely valued by some (AO2 - 1) - but
surely if anything can be considered art, anyone can be considered to be an artist (AO2 - 1).
People are not entitled to determine whether somebody is or is not an artist purely on the
judgement that the art produced does not appeal to their particular tastes (AO2 - 1).
Just because artists are not bound by qualifications as airline pilots are, it does not mean
everyone can be an artist - it is the quality of the work that matters - eg Damien Hirst (AO1 - 1,
AO2 - 2).
It is difficult to define who is, or what makes, an artist - depends on the style and qualities of an
artistic work, which is unique (AO2 - 1).
Communication is clear so 3 marks are awarded for AO4.
Totals AO1 4, AO2 7, AO4 3
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Question 30
Many answers used the introductory stimulus as a starting point for their answers and then
went on to discuss aspects such as:

•

in the short term - many jobs were created both to build the facilities and to run the
events..........but some established businesses had to move

•

looking to the future - much new infrastructure (road/rail) was created which will still be
available to Londoners in the long term but who will use the Olympic Stadium etc?

•

some people argue that the work done to prepare for the Games will regenerate the
eastern parts of London and help to establish the Thames Gateway area in both social
and economic terms

•

given the cuts being made by government following the problems encountered by the
world's economic system, would it have been better to spend £10 billion on hospitals,
schools, etc?

•

many visitors will come to London for the Games or see the Games all over the UK on
television - this could be a big long-term benefit to the tourist industry in both social
and economic terms

•

people of all colours, classes and occupations will enjoy and participate in the Games this could have a positive impact in promoting social aspirations

•

just as England winning the football World Cup in 1966 or Team GB gaining 47 medals
in the Beijing Olympic Games in 2008 boosted morale and confidence (again in social
terms), so the 2012 Games are likely to do the same, particularly if Team GB does well.

The best answers then went on in evaluative mode to explore such points as:

•

some people complained loudly about their homes or businesses being moved to make
way for the Olympic Stadium etc - if the buildings are well-used after the Games, there
will have been long term benefit in economic terms, but can this be justified in social
terms?

•

the East End of London is one of the most multicultural parts of the UK - have these
communities borne the brunt of the construction of the Olympic Park without sharing
adequately in the benefits?

•

some people argue that if the Games go well (in terms of medals etc for Team GB) the
Games will be justified but if we do badly, there are bound to be criticisms (eg as after
England's poor performance in 2010 World Cup)

•

a claim sometimes made to support the Games is that it provides a fantastic marketing
opportunity for the UK - but how tangible is this likely to be in terms of benefits such as
employment and prosperity?

•

wouldn't the vast expenditure have been better directed to schools or hospitals or
improvements to infrastructure outside London?

•

these could be big financial benefits for a few businesses but little for others.
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Examiner Comments

This strong well-organised discussion recognises that £10 billion is an enormous amount of
money to spend (AO1 - 1) particularly when the country is in an economic recession (AO2 - 1),
leading the candidate to question whether the money could not have been better spent on
hospitals, etc (AO2 - 1).
However, it is recognised that the economic advantages may outweigh social costs (AO1 - 1)
since there will be increased spending on hotels and restaurants (AO1 - 1) leading to an
improvement in aggregate demand (AO2 - 1).
The Olympic Games are seen as being likely to lead to an increase in employment (AO1 - 1) and
hence a reduction in the need for the government to make benefit payments to some individuals
(AO2 - 1).
The answer suggests that the Olympic Games could lead to a permanent increase in tourism
(AO1 - 1). In the long run, people may enjoy better housing and jobs (AO1 - 2), as well as
seeing an improvement in quality of life and national pride (AO2 - 2).
The answer reasons its way to the conclusion that the economic and social opportunities will far
outweigh the costs (AO2 -1).
Communication is clear and effective so 4 marks are awarded for AO4.
Totals: AO1 7, AO2 7, AO4 4
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Examiner Comments

This candidate sees the Olympic Games as establishing a place for London on the world stage
(AO1 - 1), attracting many visitors (AO2 - 1) who are likely to spend money in our restaurants
and hotels (AO2 - 1).
The Games are likely to improve employment with more people paying taxes as a result (AO1 - 2).
The Games will also mean that in future there will be state-of-the-art facilities in the areas where
the Games are held - these are likely to be a long-term benefit for local communities (AO1 - 1,
AO2 - 1).
However £350 million a day spent on the Games is a negative aspect when the country is
experiencing a double-dip recession (AO1 - 2, AO2 - 1).
The candidate goes on to ask whether Britain might not end up bankrupt like the holder of the
2004 Games, Greece (AO2 - 2).
The answer also considers whether diverting money to the Games which could have been spent on
schools or NHS is not a mistake (AO1 - 1, AO2 - 1).
The answer also questions whether it was justifiable to split up communities when housing was
demolished to make way for the Olympic Park (AO1 - 1, AO2 - 1).
Four marks are awarded for communication (AO4). Overall: AO1 8, AO2 8, AO4 4

Examiner Tip

Some candidates produced very short answers to Q29 and/or Q30 or in
some cases answered only one of these 20-mark questions, suggesting
that they were unsure of the rubric or running out of time.
Candidates are expected to write two essay-type answers and since these
two questions carry between them almost half the marks available, failure
to answer both fully can have a serious impact on final grades.
In some centres teachers suggest that candidates should write their
Section C answers first, though then it is also important to leave enough
time to do justice to questions in Sections A and B.
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Paper Summary
Although this report has highlighted a number of areas where some candidates should
concentrate their efforts, the fact remains that most candidates produced good work and
they and their teachers are to be congratulated on the strengths demonstrated in their
answers.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates should bear in mind the following
advice.
1 - Answer all of the questions and make sure you do not turn over two pages together.
Quite a number of candidates failed to answer some of the questions, thereby reducing
the potential score they could achieve. For the avoidance of doubt, all questions should be
attempted.
2 - Think about what the question is asking - do not give an example if a definition is
called for. Do not discuss arguments against something when you are asked to focus
on arguments in favour.   The more that candidates get used to focussing on the precise
requirements of particular questions, the more successful they are likely to be.
3 - Take care to present your answer in easy-to-read handwriting and keep to recognised
principles of grammar - paragraphs, sentences, capital letters where appropriate - and avoid
colloquial or vulgar expressions. Up to 14 marks can be gained for good communication
and it is pity not to make the effort to gain all or most of them.
4 - When you are asked to complete a calculation, show your working. If you do not get
the correct answer, the working may earn you some marks at least for using an appropriate
method.
5 - Keep an eye on the time available. Do not spend more time than is indicated for
a particular section on the paper. When time is running short, cutting one answer
short in order to leave time to write an answer to another question is always a wise
strategy.  Completely unanswered questions will always earn 0 marks.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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